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Nigeria has had little success in its attempt to
diversify the economy through growth of the
agriculture sector, largely due to poor policy

implementation. A large number of the current policies
aim to promote agricultural inclusion via the
availability of low interest loans, like the ANCHOR
Borrowers program and other loans made available by
the Central Bank of Nigeria. While these loan
programs have made some improvements in terms of
farmers’ increased access to financing, a large
number of people still remain
unemployed; the sector continues to
struggle with a lack of investment
due to its poor earning potential;
and Nigeria remains overly
reliant on imports that should
be produced within the country.

A key to improving the earning
potential of the sector is by
improving the sector’s
productivity which would then
increase revenue for farmers.
Policies that improve productivity
in the country are not foreign, but
they have not been able to achieve much
because of poor implementation, reach and
performance. The government’s approach needs to be
more deliberate and result-oriented.

Learning what works from the indian NAP

One example of a country that reaped the benefits
from good policy initiatives is India. India is a top
player in global agriculture and is one of the top three
countries in total food production, alongside China
and the United States.¹ In 2000, India’s value-add from
agriculture had a growth of 0%, prompting the
government to formulate policies that would drive
growth through increased productivity, and improved
income and standards of living for farmers.² Since then,
India’s agriculture sector has been consistently
improving and now in 2022 India is currently one of the
major food producers in the world.³

The primary vehicle for India’s success was the Indian
National Agricultural Policy (NAP), which was
implemented in 2000. One of the objectives was to
achieve a growth rate of 4% or more in the agriculture
sector by 2005. The policies were so successful that
India achieved 4.8% as of 2005, and value added to the
GDP from the sector was $144.55bn in 2005, up 42.81%
from $101.22bn in 2000. ⁴

The NAP focused on: “strengthening rural
infrastructure to support faster agricultural

development; promoting value addition;
accelerating the growth of agro-
business; creating employment in
rural areas; securing a fair
standard of living for farmers,
agricultural workers, and their
families; discouraging
migration to urban areas; and
facing the challenges of
economic liberalization and
globalization”.⁵

Two of India’s high impact
policies that could best be applied to

Nigeria include the electrification of
rural areas and prioritization of animal

husbandry, poultry, dairy and aquaculture.

Leapfroging the agricultural sector through
infrastructural development

In 2005, access to electricity amongst the rural
population in India had increased to 57%, from 48.1%
in 2000.⁶ In addition, the rural population was up to
812.11mn in 2005, from 764.25mn in 2000.⁷ This
suggests an increased willingness of people to stay in
rural areas. The increased standard of living and
income meant that there was minimal difference in
rural and urban wages.⁸ India’s efforts at rural
electrification and development did not stop in 2005
and as of 2019, 96% of the rural population had access

AGRICULTURAL SECTORIN THE
POLICYMISALIGNMENT

¹Ross, Sean. 2022. “4 countries that produce the most food”. Investopedia. https://www.investopedia.com/articles/investing/100615/4-countries-produce-most-food.asp
²Vidya, Sethy. 2012. “Agricultural Policy of India – Explained!”.
https://www.yourarticlelibrary.com/agriculture/agricultural-policy-of-india-explained/62860
³Ross, Sean. 2022. “4 countries that produce the most food”. Investopedia. https://www.investopedia.com/articles/investing/100615/4-countries-produce-most-food.asp
⁴World Bank, World Development Indicators. 2022. “Agriculture, forestry, and fishing, value added (current US$)” [Data File] https://databank.worldbank.org/source/
world-development-indicators
⁵Anurag, Trivedi. 2021. “An Overview of National Agriculture Policy (2000)”.
https://www.shaan.academy/blog/an-overview-of-national-agriculture-policy-2000

⁶World Bank, World Development Indicators. 2022. “Access to electricity, rural (% of rural population)” [Data File] https://databank.worldbank.org/source/world-
development-indicators
⁷World Bank, World Development Indicators. 2022. “Rural Population” [Data File] https://databank.worldbank.org/source/world-development-indicators
⁸K. Munshi, M. Rosenzweig. 2016. “Rural to urban migration in India: Why labour mobility bucks global trend”.
https://indianexpress.com/article/india/india-news-india/rural-to-urban-migration-in-india-why-labour-mobility-bucks-global-trend/
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to electricity.⁹ Key efforts to achieve this success have
included the separation of agriculture and non-agriculture
power supply feeders to facilitate continuous quality power
supply to non-agricultural consumers and adequate power
supply to agricultural consumers.

India also strengthened and augmented its sub-
transmission and distribution infrastructure, as well as its
micro-grid and off-grid distribution networks to improve
efficiency.¹⁰ They also increased the number of electric
grids in the area. Access to electricity has improved
irrigation practices due to improved irrigation pump
operation. This has led to increased yields.¹¹

For India’s prioritization of animal husbandry, poultry,
dairy and aquaculture, the policy had some success as
production of the livestock index was up to 66 in 2005 from
58 in 2000, while total fish production was up 13.56% to
6.7mn in 2005 from 5.94mn in 2000. ¹²

India’s policy on animal husbandry included:

• ensuring the natural growth of livestock production by
promoting the use of high-quality pedigreed bulls and
proven semen to upgrade genetics and species;
• erecting participatory, collective-action institutions for
small-scale farmers to support vertical integration with
livestock processors and input suppliers; and
• promoting effective regulatory institutions to deal
with the issues of environmental and health crises
arising from livestock. ¹³

Additional policy initiatives included:

• conservation of native livestock to maintain diversity
of breeds;
• an immunization program against important animal
diseases;

• the creation of disease free zones;
• the enhancement of feed/fodder production; and
• the creation of the National Animal Health and
Production Information System to serve as a database
to track all activities and production data.¹⁴

The use of technological and marketing interventions in the
production, processing and distribution of livestock
products was also highlighted. India today is the number
one global producer of milk. Part of this success can be
attributed to their efforts in innovation and technology, as
well as the quality and breed of their livestock.¹⁵

These high impact policies did not operate alone. They
were part of a full suite of policies including: ¹⁶

• participation of the private sector by encouraging
contract farming;
• removing of restrictions on the movement of
agricultural commodities throughout the country;
• minimizing fluctuations in commodity prices by taking
necessary steps;
• protecting plant varieties through legislation;
• the adequate and timely supply of quality inputs to
farmers; and
• setting up off-farm employment in rural areas,
including agro-processing units.

If Nigeria adopted these types of policies, and ensured their
implementation, consistency and suitability, the same level
of success could be expected in the agriculture sector of
Nigeria. When all these factors are deliberately addressed,
there could be changes in terms of productivity which could
lead to increased revenue, interest and investment in the
agricultural sector. The current policies of the CBN can
then begin to make a difference as they ensure that the
capital is available.

⁹World Bank, World Development Indicators. 2022. “Access to electricity, rural (% of rural population)” [Data File] https://databank.worldbank.org/source/world-development-
indicators
¹⁰Ministry of Power, Government of India. 2022. “Distribution Schemes”
https://powermin.gov.in/en/content/overview-1
¹¹Smart Power India. 2019. “Rural electrification in India”.
https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/Rural-Electrification-in-India-Customer-Behaviour-and-Demand.pdf
¹²World Bank, World Development Indicators. 2022. “Total fisheries production (metric tons)” [Data File]
https://databank.worldbank.org/source/world-development-indicators
¹³NITI Aoyag. 2002. “Animal Husbandry and Dairying”.
https://niti.gov.in/planningcommission.gov.in/docs/plans/planrel/fiveyr/10th/volume2/v2_ch5_2.pdf
¹⁴NITI Aoyag. 2002. “Animal Husbandry and Dairying”.
https://niti.gov.in/planningcommission.gov.in/docs/plans/planrel/fiveyr/10th/volume2/v2_ch5_2.pdf
¹⁵Pratishtha, Nangia. 2021. “World Milk Day 2021: The story of how India went from being milk deficient to largest dairy producer”
https://www.financialexpress.com/industry/world-milk-day-2021-the-story-of-how-india-went-from-being-milk-deficient-to-largest-dairy-producer/2262695/
¹⁶Anurag, Trivedi. 2021. “An Overview of National Agriculture Policy (2000)”.
https://www.shaan.academy/blog/an-overview-of-national-agriculture-policy-2000
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PETROL SUBSIDY:
MEANT FOR THE POOR,
ENJOYED BY THE RICH

On the 13th of January 1977,
General Obasanjo-led
military government gazetted

the Price Control decree. On Schedule
1 of the Decree, item 14 to 17
specifically listed kerosene, petrol,
diesel, and fuel oil respectively as part
of the 25 items included in the price
control regime.

Price control never works

The enactment of the Decree was
occasioned by the spillover effect of
the global Great Inflation of the
1970s which was bookended by excess
liquidity and energy price crisis. The
response of the Nigerian government
was to protect her citizens from the
excruciating pains orchestrated by the
Great Inflation. But given that energy
prices were elevated at the time, the
only way to achieve a floor price
regulation was to subsidize the
petroleum products. And this marked
the birth of petroleum product
subsidy in Nigeria. Since 1977,
Nigeria has been locked into an
intractable subsidy regime that,
perhaps, has cost more pains than
pleasures.

Subsidy pricing template reinforces
inefficiency

Technically, petroleum subsidy is a
consumption of subsidy that aims at
improving consumer welfare through
access to petroleum products that it
may otherwise not afford. Thus,
petroleum subsidy is the difference
between the expected open market

price (EOMP) and the government-
approved pump price of petroleum
product. In calculating the EOMP,
the Petroleum Products Pricing
Regulatory Agency (PPPRA) uses a
pricing template which includes the
sum of landing costs (which is the
summation of all costs incurred
including purchase cost from foreign
refineries, costs of shipping and port
charges), the cost of distribution in
Nigeria and the profit margin of the
various actors/dealers.

Between 1977 and 2022, crude oil
price has increased by over 640%
from average of $13.9 in 1977 to
$103.2 in 2022¹⁷ and this has led to
larger-than-expected bulge in the
costs of petrol subsidy. Moreso, the
price of PMS has also ballooned by
over 39,186% from N0.42 in 1977 to
N165 in 2022. But this increase in the
price of PMS does not offset the
impact of increase in the
international price of crude on
subsidy payment. This is because
exchange rate with a correlational
coefficient of 0.97 with PMS pump
price also depreciated by 64,916%
from N0.64/US$ in 1977 to about
N416.11/US$ in 2022.¹⁸

The near-one correlation suggests
that increase in the domestic price of
PMS is driven much more by
exchange rate depreciation. The
natural consequence is that the
increment in international crude price
will largely reflect in overshooting
increment in subsidy burden.

¹⁷The 2022 crude oil price is based on fair estimate of what will prevail in the year.
¹⁸The exchange rate for 2022 is based on NAFEX rate expected to persist in 2022. The data for the exchange rate was obtained from theWDI
¹⁹https://www.reuters.com/article/us-nigeria-fuel-scam-idUSTRE80I1R220120119

²⁰An allocation or welfare distribution in society is said to be Pareto-inefficient if changing the current allocation would make at least one person better off
without making another person worse off.
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Crude Oil Price (US$), Exchange Rate (Nx/US$) and
PMS Price (Naira)

Subsidies are a smuggler’s paradise

In addition to the ballooning effect of international
crude oil price increase on the costs of petrol subsidy,
the subsidy regime has been enmeshed in serious
corruption and scandals. For example, in 2012, a senate
committee on subsidy probe hinted that out of 59
million liters of daily consumption that the government
was paying for, only about 35 million liters were
actually consumed and accounted for. In other words,
“there is a gap of 24 million liters per day being funded
by Nigerians as subsidy that was not utilized by
them”.¹⁹The committee estimated this loss at 669
billion naira per year. This huge loss was estimated to
be higher than combined expenditure on education and
health in the same year.

Subsidy Payment from 2006 to 2022 and the State of
Affairs in Education and Health Sectors

Source: UNESCO, UN, FDC Economic Think Tank

According to official information, the cost of petrol
subsidy from 2006 to 2022 is expected to hit N15.9
trillion with N4 trillion budgeted for 2022. A review of

total education and health expenditure shows that the
cost of petrol subsidy over the past 17 years is about
330% higher than the total expenditure on the health
sector over the same period. Similarly, the cost of
subsidy is also estimated to be about 204% higher than
the total expenditure on the education sector over the
same period. Thus, this humongous expenditure on
subsidy does not seem to be welfare-improving, and
thus could be said to be Pareto-inefficient.²⁰ While
more funds are being shifted from critical sectors to
subsidy financing, the socio-economic costs of subsidy
financing appear to be overwhelming.

Enriching the rich and improverishing the poor

The World Health Organization (WHO) reports that
the MMR of Nigeria is 814 per 100,000 live births. This
statistic puts the risk of a Nigerian woman dying during
pregnancy, childbirth or postpartum at 1 in every 22
women, which is a sharp contrast to the lifetime risk of
1 in 4900 for women in developed countries. The UN
Economic Commission for Africa estimated that 1 in 7
global maternity deaths (which is about 50,000 deaths
per year) occur in Nigeria with over 95% of such deaths
being preventable. In addition, Nigeria has been
ranked 178th in global life expectancy with average life
expectancy estimated at 55.2 years. Moreso, with about
10.5 million out of school children, Nigeria leads the
global out-of-school children records with about 1 in 5
out-of-school children in the world being a Nigerian.
Nigeria also ranks 161st out of 181 countries on youth
development index. These life-threatening statistics are
worsening while subsidy regime appears to be
entrenched.

Indeed, the subsidy regime has imposed large fiscal
burden on the economy while government appears to
be handicapped on controlling the raging expenditure.
With fiscal deficit and public debt stock increasing by
7,568% and 1,695% respectively, per capita income has
only increased by 21% in the past 16 years. In fact,
between 2014 when per capita income peaked US$3,099
and 2021, the per capita income has fallen by 35%.

Source: CBN, WDI, FDC Think Tank
¹⁹https://www.reuters.com/article/us-nigeria-fuel-scam-idUSTRE80I1R220120119

²⁰An allocation or welfare distribution in society is said to be Pareto-inefficient if changing the current allocation would make at least one person better off
without making another person worse off.
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In addition, poverty incidence has worsened from 15
million people in 1977 to 95 million people in 2022. While
the Nigerian government spent N15.9 trillion from 2006 to
2022 on subsidy in a bid to support citizen’s welfare, the
misery index almost doubled, rising from 34.47 in 2006 to
68.13 in 2021. The most shocking scenario is the oil price
honeymoon engineered by the Russia-Ukraine war: many
net oil exporters are indeed celebrating enormous increase
in revenue and external reserves, but in Nigeria, the story is
different. While oil price has continued to rally as the war
rages, petrol subsidy spikes while external reserve dips.

International Oil Price Rallies, While Misery Index,
External Reserves Worsens

Source: CBN, FGN, Bloomber, FDC Economic Think Tank

Subsidy crowds out education & health spending

This paradox of welfare-based expenditure has raised more
questions than could be answered by policy makers. The
subsidy racketeering does not appear to benefit the
government. It does not benefit the citizens either. Who
then benefits from the “spoil of war”? Certainly, as most
analysts would agree, the oil marketers are the sole
beneficiaries. On one flank, they benefit from bogus claim
on subsidy regime. On the other flank, they also benefit
from re-exporting the subsidized products through
smuggling windows to other African countries. The
ultimate losers are the citizens who believe they are the
ultimate beneficiaries. Breakdown of 2022 budget shows
that the proposed petrol subsidy of N4trn amounts to
37.2% of the proposed revenue, 23.4% of proposed total
expenditure, and 73.3% of proposed capital expenditure. It
also amounts to 339% of total education budget, and
552.5% of health budget. Shockingly, the proposed budget
exceeds the total combined budget of 19 states of the
federation, namely, Edo (N222.60bn), Cross River

(N354.50bn), Delta (N479.00bn), Anambra (N141.10bn),
Enugu (N186.64bn), Abia (N147.30bn), Ekiti (N100.80bn),
Osun (N129.70bn), Oyo (N294.70bn), Sokoto (N188.40bn),
Kebbi (N189.20bn), Kaduna (N278.50bn), Kano
(N196.00bn), Kogi (N145.80bn), Benue (N155.60bn), Kano
(N196.00bn), Plateau (N106.80bn), Niger (N211.00bn),
and Borno (N269.70bn). With over N18,000 per head
budgeted for subsidy in 2022 while poverty and misery
continue to bite, there is no gainsaying that the subsidy
regime is not pro-poor.

Comparative Snapshot of Subsidy payment and Critical
Budgetary Allocations

Source: FGN, FDC Economic Think Tank

The policy makers are aware that petrol subsidy is not for
the poor. The humongous loss rattles policy makers who
would want to end the “wasteful” regime. The hard job was
to be done through the provisions of Petroleum Industry
Act (PIA) which signalled the beginning of deregulation era
in the downstream sector. The FGN announced that
subsidy would be removed in 2022. But as usual, it was
pressured to continue the subsidy regime for purely socio-
political reasons. But even the citizens, some will argue,
have rights to demand for continued subsidy regime. The
citizens fear that subsidy removal will worsen energy
poverty in Nigeria, which is currently estimated at nearly
47%. Another fear is that although the opportunity cost of
subsidy regime is admittedly high, the savings to be made
from subsidy removal may be siphoned through systemic
corruption. The policy makers are indeed conflicted, but
how will the citizens be convinced that the subsidy removal
will do Nigerians more good than harm?
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• Rich in natural resources, the African
continent has attracted a large inflow
of investment in recent years. Although
extraction of Africa's reserves has been
largely hindered by weak domestic
governance structures and policy
impediments, the continent is set to
remain one of the major suppliers of a
number of commodities in the
coming years.

• Sanctions against Russia—which have
largely been more severe than initially
expected—will disrupt Russian mining
activities in Sub‑Saharan Africa,
without having a serious negative
impact on domestic mining
sectors themselves.

• African economies will face
manageable downside risks, which are
markedly outweighed by the risks to
the upside that stem from steep
commodity price growth. This is due
mainly to the insignificance of Russian
exports for African economies.

• As sanctions become increasingly
severe we expect that Russian miners
will struggle to finance current and
prospective operations, and may
ultimately be forced to sell their
concessions for reduced amounts.

• Russia's mining activities in Africa
have been growing in recent years, and
are increasingly concentrated in
weakly governed and authoritarian
states. We expect this to continue as the
West continues to exclude Russia from
the global economy.

• Although higher prices will benefit
current production and operations,
inflation will disrupt exploration
activities and prospective projects.
High energy costs, coupled with
heightened global risk and
uncertainty, will add to the costs of
project development.

The African continent is home to substantial reserves of copper and
cobalt (in the Democratic Republic of the Congo—DRC—Zambia,
South Africa and Zimbabwe), diamonds (in Botswana and Angola),
platinum (in South Africa and Zimbabwe), uranium (in Namibia,
Niger and South Africa), gold (in Ghana, South Africa and Sudan),
iron (in South Africa), manganese (in South Africa, Gabon and
Ghana), bauxite (in Guinea), lithium (in Zimbabwe), coal (in South
Africa and Mozambique), natural gas (in Algeria, Egypt and
Nigeria) and petroleum (in Nigeria, Angola, Algeria and Libya).
Africa contains about 12% of total global oil reserves, 12% of
natural gas reserves, more than 80% of platinum group metals and
more than 40% of the world's gold. Extraction of Africa's reserves
has been largely hindered by weak domestic governance structures
and policy impediments, alongside the high risk of investments in
Africa and low commodity prices during 2016‐20. This has resulted
in a notable shortage of exploration activity in the African
mining sector.
However, many African commodity exporters—Zambia and
Namibia in particular—have initiated procedures to create a
business-friendly environment in order to attract investments into
their domestic mining sectors. Elevated commodity prices are
fuelling an export boom across Africa. High prices for copper, oil,
iron ore, aluminium and gas will stoke investments and are all
helping to reduce external imbalances, stabilise currencies and boost
economic growth. However, downside risks abound. The continent
depends on energy imports (as net crude exporters have insufficient
refinery capacity), and the war in Ukraine is set to stoke strong
inflationary pressures.

Culled from the Economist Intelligence Unit

GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE:
AFRICA̓S MINING BENEFITS FROMUKRAINEWAR
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Russian operations in Africa

Russian miners currently have their own sizeable
investments in metal, energy and mineral concessions in
Africa. The concessions are largely concentrated in poorly
governed and authoritarian states, namely Sudan, Guinea,
the Central African Republic (CAR) and Mozambique. In
2018 a Russian mining group, Alrosa, increased its stake in
Angola's Catoca diamond mine from 32.8% to 41%. In the
CAR and the DRC, Russia has substantial concessions in
cobalt, gold, coltan and diamond mines. In Zimbabwe,
another Russian mining firm, JSC Afromet, operates a
joint venture with Zimbabwe's Pen East, developing one of
the world's largest platinum deposits.

Russian companies also have major concessions in more
democratic states, such as a 50% stake in the Nkomati
nickel mine in South Africa (owned by Nornickel, a metals
company) and a 49% ownership stake in South Africa's
fourth-largest manganese miner, United Manganese of
Kalahari (held by the Renova Group, a conglomerate
owned by Viktor Vekselberg, a Russian oligarch). In
Namibia, Russia's Uranium One group owns
eight uranium exploration licenses; the largest, the
Headspring Project, has sparked local opposition.

Sanctions to disrupt Russian mining operations in Africa
but not seriously affect African states

Sanctions—which have largely been more severe than
initially expected—will disrupt Russian mining activities
in Africa, but are not expected to have a serious negative

impact on the African domestic mining sector. Sanctions
on Russian miners (including both metals and energy
producers) in Africa will create manageable downside
risks, which are outweighed by risks to the upside
stemming from steep increases in commodity prices.
However, given that most Russian mining operations in
Africa are joint ventures that rely in part on Russian
financing, it is possible that sanctions will cause disruption
to mining operations and output levels as Russian funding
is limited or cut off entirely. We expect the disruption to
projects in which Russian miners own stakes to be
temporary, and the high prevailing price of most
commodities will ensure that there is no shortage of buyers
in the market for these concessions.
Sanctions will limit the ability of Russian miners to
repatriate profits and receipts from the possible sale of
concessions. Currently, there remain options available for
Russian miners to repatriate profits and clear foreign
currency and international transactions, through
unsanctioned Russian banks or foreign divisions of
unsanctioned Russian banks. Therefore, incomplete
sanctions allow Russian miners to continue to operate in
Africa, albeit with increased difficulty and probably at a
higher cost. The risk of a widening of sanctions—which as
at March 14th do not directly affect Russian firms' African
operations—in the near term is high. However, we expect
Russian miners to be able to find ways around these
sanctions and continue operations before possible
solvency issues force them to liquidate and sell their
concessions at a discounted valuation.
Russia's invasion of Ukraine in late February 2022 resulted
in a rapid increase in commodity prices globally; most
notably for energy products—oil and gas—and metals
such as aluminium, nickel, copper, palladium and
platinum. As Russia is a major producer of several base
metals (aluminium, titanium, palladium and nickel), we
forecast that commodity prices will remain elevated for
the duration of the conflict, building on coronavirus-
related price growth in 2021.
The March 8th ban on Russian hydrocarbons exports by
the US and the UK, coupled with delays to the Iran nuclear
deal, will put further upward pressure on oil prices, which
we forecast will average US$116.3/barrel during 2022, up
from US$70.4/b in 2021. We expect aluminium prices to
jump by more than 40%, to US$3,213/tonne (compared
with a previously forecast decline of 12%) and nickel prices
to rise by nearly 35%, to US$10.52/lb (previously forecast
at 22.7%), based on market fundamentals. We forecast
that copper prices will rise to US$4.54/lb in 2022
(previously forecast at US$4.59/lb), up from US$4.23/lb in
2021, and that gold prices will rise to US$1,897/troy oz in
2022 (previously forecast at US$1,744/troy oz), up from
US$1,800/troy oz in 2021.
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The disruption to commodity markets will benefit African
oil and gas producers—Nigeria, Angola, Gabon, Libya,
Algeria, Egypt, Congo (Brazzaville), Ghana, Equatorial
Guinea and Chad—which will receive a major financial
windfall and increased investment. Commodity producers
such as South Africa and the DRC will also benefit notably
from price rises. Less prominent producers will also benefit
from commodity price growth: Zambia will receive a boost
from high copper prices, and Botswana from high
diamond prices.

Prospective projects to face disruptions
Although higher prices will benefit current production and
operations, inflation will disrupt exploration activities for
prospective projects. High energy costs, coupled with
heightened global risk and uncertainty, will add to the
costs of project development, and this will be the case even
for operations with no Russian stakeholders. However, we
expect this disruption to prospective operations to greatly
benefit certain African states. Natural gas producers
(Nigeria, Algeria, Senegal, Mozambique, Angola and
Sudan) in particular are set to receive massive investments
as Europe looks to secure gas from sources other
than Russia.
Unofficial mining and commodities trading in weak states
Several large projects are owned entirely by Russian
miners. In Guinea, for example, Russian miner Rusal owns
100% of the country's largest bauxite mine, the Dian-Dian
project (which has a capacity of 3m tonnes per year). Rusal
also owns 100% of Guinea's declining Kindia mine, and its
third-largest bauxite mine, Friguia. Russia is reportedly
also active in mineral trafficking networks in African

countries such as Sudan and the CAR. In these states, close
ties with arms dealers—and mercenary groups such as the
Wagner Group, a Russian private military company—
allow Russian actors to secure mining rights and
trade commodities.
In such cases, we expect sanctions to have little impact on
Russian mining operations. Russian miners will find ways
around the sanctions by making use of unsanctioned banks
or relying on a form of barter in more authoritarian states,
with Russia supplying arms and mercenaries in return for
mining output. The African region accounted for 18% of
all Russian arms exports in 2016‐20; we expect the sale of
arms to continue and to become increasingly linked to the
strategic acquisition of mining concessions.
As Russia is increasingly cut off from the West, it will
aggressively seek allies and strengthen its influence—
mostly through the provision of Wagner mercenaries and
arms—to secure additional mining concessions. This will
have important implications for African politics, with
Russia looking to create and profit from African
instability, particularly among resource-rich nations, as it
becomes increasingly isolated from the West. The growing
division among African states as the sphere of influence
doctrine re‐emerges, as demonstrated by the varied
African participation in the UN Security Council vote on
condemning the Russian invasion, will reduce
pan‐African solidarity and adherence to
African multilateralism.
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China and others to take up lost commodity exports

Total African exports to Russia add up to only about
US$5bn, with imports totaling about US$14bn. Total trade
between the regions is small, at about US$20bn, and trade
disruptions resulting from the Russia-Ukraine conflict will
not seriously affect African economies. However, it will
affect certain African industries, such as cocoa and
tobacco, and textiles and clothing. We expect the clothing
industry in Tunisia, in particular, to be hit by negative
impact. The tobacco industries in Nigeria, Tanzania and
Mozambique will also be affected by the conflict.

We forecast that Africa's mining sector traders will not be
heavily affected by loss of Russian exports or activity. The
total amount of exports to Russia is relatively small, and
the growth in commodity prices will outweigh any
marginal loss to total exports. In addition, alternative
export partners, China in particular, will take up the excess
output. Given the strong demand for global commodities,
the small amount of lost Russian exports will quickly be
taken up by alternative buyers. In countries such as Sudan,
Mali and the CAR, discrete Russian mining operations are
likely to continue, circumventing sanctions.
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91-day 1.74 1.75 3.55 3.50

182-day 3.00 3.00 4.24 3.53

364-day 4.00 4.75 3.62 4.50

Tenor

Primary
market

(March 16th,
2022)
(%)

Primary
market

(April 27th,
2022)
(%)

Secondary
market

(March 16th,
2022)
(%)

Secondary
market

(April 29th,
2022)
(%)

Money Market

Banks’ opening position was N125.13bn on the
average within the review period. This is 49.96%
down from the average of N250.05bn in second
half of March. The decline was partly due to
Treasury bill net outflow of N26.85bn (Tbills
sales of N289.08bn and Tbills repayment of
N262.23bn) within the period of review. Average
short term interbank rates (OBB, O/N) rose by
204bps to 9.35%p.a within the review period
(April 14th-29th) from 7.31%p.a in the second half
of March.

Treasury bill sales amounted to N289.09bn in
the review period, while a total of N262.23bn
was repaid. This amounted to a net outflow of
N26.86bn. Total allotted bills were however
lower than the N346.80bn in the second half of
March. At the primary market auction yields on
the 91-day and the 182-day were maintained,
while yield rose by 79bps on the 364-day bill. In
the secondary market, yields declined at average
of 38bps on the 91 and 181-day tenor while yield
rose by 88bps on the 364-day bill.

Rates are expected to remain stable in the near term ahead of
the next MPC meeting.

OUTLOOK

Source: FMDQ, FDC Think Tank

MACROECONOMIC
INDICATORS 14TH -29THAPRIL

Source: FMDQ, FDC Think Tank
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Forex Market

The Nigerian forex market is segmented with multiple
exchange rates. The most important rate is the Investors
and Exporters window (IEFX). No less than 45%-50% of
Nigerian forex transactions are traded on this window.
The CBN and most exporters and investors use this
window. It serves not only as a source of price discovery
but also a barometer for measuring potential and actual
CBN intervention in the market. Some of the exchange
rate determinants are balance of payments, capital inflows
and trade balance.

Exchange Rate

Rates on the I&E window averaged N418.33/$ within the
review period (April 14th-29th). This is 0.43% depreciation
from the average of N416.55/$ in the second half of
March. It traded within the band of N417/$-N419.50/$.
Similarly, exchange rate depreciated in the parallel market
by 0.72% to an average of N589.35/$ from N585.15/$ in
the second half of March. Rates hovered around N588/
$-590/$ in the parallel market.

The steady increase in the foreign exchange due to
higher oil prices is expected to support CBN’s supply
of forex especially on the I&E window. Rates on the
I&E window is projected to trade around N417/
$-418.9/$, whilst demand pressure is expected to
push up rates in the parallel market. It is likely to
trade around N588/$-N590/$ in the short term.

OUTLOOK

External Reserves

The sub-optimal oil production in the country continued
to limit the country from benefiting from higher oil price.
The foreign exchange reserves lost by 0.30% ($119.88mn)
to close the period at $39.62bn (April 28th) from $39.74bn
in April 14th. The decline is hinged on CBN’s effort to
support the currency.

Higher oil prices are expected to sustain accretion
on the country’s foreign exchange reserves.
However, downside risks exist from the country’s
substandard production of oil following the
increased rate of pipeline vandalism.

OUTLOOK

As the foreign exchange reserves increases, the
CBN will be able to increase supply of forex on the
I&E window.

IMPACT

Source: CBN, FDC Think TankSource: FMDQ, FDC Think Tank
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Nigeria is an export dependent economy. It derives over
80%-90% of its export revenue from crude petroleum
and LNG.

Oil Prices

Oil prices were unstable within the review period owing
to the contradicting event of the Covid plight in top
importer China and tight global supplies in oil market
following the shortfall from Russia. On the average, the
price of Brent was $107.04pb within April 14th – 29th,
down from the average of $111.49pb in the second half of
March. Brent price eased to closed the review period at
$108.01pb (April 29th) from $113.16/pb on April 14th

Oil prices may likely to trade slightly above $100pb
imminently, given the tight supply in the global oil
market.

OUTLOOK

Oil production

Domestic oil production declined by 3.57% to 1.35mbpd in
March 2022 from a revised figure of 1.40mbpd in February
2022. However, the country’s oil rig count rose by two
points to ten in March from eight in February. OPEC’s
crude oil production rose by 57,000bpd to an average of
28.56mbpd in March from 28.50mbpd in February. Oil
production increased largely in Saudi Arabia Kuwait and
UAE while it declined in Libya, Nigeria and Congo.

Higher oil price is expected to sustain accretion on
the country’s foreign exchange reserves. However,
the country’s inability to meet its production quota
may pose a downside risk. This will in turn lower
government revenue and reduces FAAC allocations.

IMPACT

COMMODITIES-
EXPORTS

Source: Bloomberg, FDC Think Tank

Source: OPEC, FDC Think Tank
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Natural Gas

The price of gas remained elevated in the second half of
April due to the supply shortfall from Russia amid rising
demand. Most European countries have had to cut
supplies from Russia due to Russia’s demand to pay for gas
supplies in Rubbles. Gas price averaged $7.00/mmbtu
within the review period (April 14th-29th), up by 34.48%
from the average of $5.20/mmbtu in the second half in
March. However, gas price settled to close the review
period at $6.83/mmbtu from $7.82/mmbtu in April 14th.

Source: Bloomberg, FDC Think Tank

Most European countries are now increasing efforts
to limit their dependence on Russian gas imports.
This will continue to heighten gas prices since
Russia accounts for 40% of Europe’s gas supplies.

OUTLOOK

As gas price remains elevated, Nigeria's export
revenues and foreign exchange earnings is expected
to increase because gas is one of Nigeria’s export
commodity.

IMPACT

Cocoa

The price of cocoa slowed slightly in the second half of
April due to expected higher supply in June and July as well
as slower global demand. Top producing countries (Ivory
coast, Ghana, and Nigeria) are now in the rainy season.
Harvest of mid-crop cocoa has now begun in Cross river
and Abia state in Nigeria. On the average, it eased by
0.81% to $2555.50/mt from $2581/mt in the second half of
March. Cocoa price settled to close the review period at
$2580/mt from $2578/mt at the beginning of the period.

Source: Bloomberg, FDC Think Tank

Cocoa price is projected to shrink in the near term as
supply builds up due to the improved rainfalls in top
producer countries.

OUTLOOK

Tapering cocoa prices will lower the country’s
foreign exchange earnings and in turn limit
government revenue.

IMPACT
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Wheat

The price of wheat on the average increased by 1.20% to
$1092.15/bushel within the review period (April 14th-29th)
from $1079.25/bushel in the second half of March. The
increase was aided by supply insufficiencies in the global
wheat market as war lingers in top exporter countries-
Russia and Ukraine. On the contrary, wheat price declined
by 3.32% to close the review period at $1091.25/ bushel
from $1128.75/bushel at the beginning of the review
period (April 14th). The decline was aided by improvement
in the supply chain of wheat. Wheat exports from India
have recently increased, offsetting the shortfall from
major producer country Ukraine. The increase is due to the
surge in global wheat prices as well as improved internal
logistics in India.

The price of wheat is expected to recede in the near
term as global supply improves. A bill of $500
million has been proposed by the US president for
the farming sector. This will taper wheat price in
the long term as wheat production increases in the
United States.

OUTLOOK

Declining wheat prices will lower pressure on the
country’s foreign reserves and reduce the country’s
import bill. This will also push down
manufacturing cost for flour dependent firms.

IMPACT

Corn

Average corn price rose by 7.54% to $804.35/bushel in the
review period from $747.98/bushel in the second half of
March. The increase was supported limited global corn
supply following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, a top
exporter of corn as well as the slower corn planting in US.
In the same vein, corn price also increased by 1.02% to
close the review period at $815.25/bushel from $807.00/
bushel at the beginning of the period (April 14th).

Higher corn price will negate the country’s terms of
trade since it is one of the commodity it imports. The
country’s import bill is also at the risk of increasing
given that home-grown corn is insufficient to cater
for domestic consumption.

OUTLOOK

The price of corn is likely to remain high due to the
shortfall from Ukraine and poor global supply.

IMPACT

COMMODITIES-
IMPORTS

Source: Bloomberg, FDC Think Tank

Source: Bloomberg, FDC Think Tank
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Sugar

On the average, sugar price was marginally higher by
0.80% to $19.31/pound within the review period from
$19.16/pound in the second half of March. Higher oil
prices continued to fuel diversion of sugarcane from sugar
to ethanol production, leading to a shortfall in sugar
supply. However, sugar price tapered to close the review
period at $19.29/pound from $20.20/ pound at the
beginning of the review period due to marginal drop in oil
prices.

Major producer countries (Brazil and India) may
continue to divert sugar canes to biofuels
production to offset the shortfall in the energy
market. This will continue to push up sugar prices in
the short term.

OUTLOOK

High price of sugar will buoy pressure on the foreign
exchange reserves while raising the country’s import
bill.

IMPACT

The country’s terms of trade is expected to remain
negative as the prices of its imports rises in relation
to its exports.

OUTLOOK FOR TERMS OF TRADE

IMPOR
T

EXPORT

Source: Bloomberg, FDC Think Tank
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The NGX closed on a positive note from
April 14th – April 29th. It gained 4.80% to
close at 49,638.94 points on April 29th from
47,367.31 points on April 13th. Also, the
market capitalization improved by 4.78% to
N 26.76trn relative to its close of N 25.54trn
on April 13th. The market YTD return was
positive at 16.21%. The market gained in all
of the 10 trading days of the review period
with a cumulative gain of 4.71%.

The NGX traded at a price to earnings (P/E)
ratio of 10.30x as of April 29th, 2.79% higher
than the close of April 13th (10.02x). The
market breadth was positive at 2.54x as 66
stocks gained, 64 stocks remained unchanged
while 26 lost.

Market activity level was positive in the
review period. The average volume traded
increased by 271.78% to 989.22mn units from
266.08mn units in the previous period.
Similarly, the average value of trades was up
126.84% to N7.10bn from N3.13bn in the
review period.

The performance of the subsectors was
positive during the review period as four
sectors gained while one lost. The oil & gas
sector gained 17.21%, followed by consumer
goods (9.75%), insurance (4.74%) and
industrial sector (3.43%), while the banking
sector lost 1.54%. Meyer Plc. topped the
gainers’ list with a 101.34% increase in its
share price. This was followed by Guinness
Nig. Plc (32.86%), Nigerian Brew. Plc.
(30.51%), UPDC Plc (30.49%) and Oando Plc
(30.43%).

The laggards were led by John Holt Plc
(-17.44%), CWG Plc (-10.20%), SCOA Nig.
Plc (-9.77%), Union Dicon Salt Plc (-9.60%)
and Japaul Gold & Ventures Plc (-9.09%).

STOCK
MARKET
REVIEW
14TH - 29TH APRIL

Source: NGX, FDC Think Tank

Source: NGX, FDC Think Tank

Source: NGX, FDC Think Tank

Source: NGX, FDC Think Tank

“Positive Sentiments but higher prices”
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T

Nigerian Breweries Plc

N137.77bn 30.37%

N13.61bn 77.73%

169kobo 76.04%

P

E

T

Guinness Nigeria Plc

N50.32bn 18.11%

N6.46bn 199.59%

698kobo 730.95%

P

E

T

FCMB Group Plc

N28.15bn 32.60%

N5.17bn 44.61%

N0.26 44.44%

P

E

T

Nestle Nigeria Plc

N110.23bn 26.32%

N17.98bn 45.00%

N22.68 45.01%

P

E

T

Union Bank of Nigeria Plc

N43.42bn 18.00%

N5.55bn 10.57%

21kobo 8.70%

P

E

T

GT Holding Company Plc

N57.20bn 9.10%

N43.21bn 5.13%

N1.51 5.63%

P

E

T

Seplat Energy Plc

N100.62bn 73.69%

N8.29bn 12.27%

N11.76 49.51%

P

E

T

Fidelity Bank Plc

N71.33bn 29.41%

N9.52bn 0.73%

33kobo 0.00%

P

E

T

Stanbic IBTC Bank Plc

N67.23bn 47.72%

N15.07bn 33.87%

N1.11 35.37%

P

E

T

Wema Bank Plc

N30.63bn 57.32%

N2.86bn 118.95%

N29.60 117.65%

P

E

T

Zenith Bank Plc

N191.52bn 21.75%

N58.20bn 9.68%

N1.85 9.47%

P

E

T

United Bank for Africa Plc

N84.87bn 14.10%

N41.50bn 8.76%

N1.14 9.62%

P

E

T

MTN Nigeria Comm. Plc

N470.98bn 22.23%

N96.82bn 31.28%

N4.76 31.28%

P

E

T

Access Holdings Plc

N87.36bn 7.02%

N57.40bn 9.23%

163kobo 9.40%

P

E

T

Dangote Cement Plc

N413.18bn 24.21%

N105.85bn 17.99%

N6.18 16.82%

P

E

T

Sterling Bank Plc

N38.05bn 23.18%

N3.54bn 47.50%

12kobo 50.00%

P

E

T

Ecobank Transnational Inc.

N245.41bn 14.53%

N38.32bn 25.68%

111.90kobo 33.07%

P

E

T

KEY

Topline

PAT

EPS

P

E

CORPORATE
DISCLOSURE
Outlook

The positive result of the market in this period is
driven by the strong performance of the released
corporate disclosure of companies. Market
sentiments and activities are expected to remain
positive in the meantime as demand for shares of
companies with strong performance will increase.
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ANALYST NOTE

YTD, Guinness Nigeria Plc’s
stock price has appreciated by
156.41% and is now trading at
N100 at the NGX. During the
period under review, the
company’s EPS accelerated by
731%, exceeding its pre-pandemic
levels, to close at N6.98. In the
same vein, its ROE surged by
850% to 0.19x from 0.02x in the
corresponding period in 2021. In
the 9M’22, Guinness Nigeria Plc’s
revenue stood at N159.44bn, a
38.70% increase compared to
March 31, 2021. The strong
growth in the company’s revenue
was driven mainly by price
increases across all brands, a
favourable brand mix, and
resilient consumer demand. As
the global supply chain continues
to face unprecedented levels of
disruption, Guinness Nigeria
Plc’s performance points to its
flexibility and adaptability even
as it faces challenges in the
domestic market including rising
inflation and foreign exchange
scarcity. Similar to the topline,
the company’s gross profit grew
76.33% to N57.18bn despite a
23.91% increase in the company’s
cost of sales.

Guinness Nigeria Plc’s operating
profit surged by 199.53% to
N22.88bn, from N7.64bn in the
corresponding period in the
previous year, supported by the
robust growth in revenue and a
41.04% increase in other income.
The company continues to ramp
up marketing investment to
support the company's strategic
growth priorities and deepen
market penetration. As a result,
its marketing expenses rose by
68.06% to close at N15.69bn in
the nine months ended March
2022. Meanwhile, higher volumes,
the uptick in freight and diesel

costs coupled with extended
travel times for road
transportation pushed up
distribution expenses by 35.84%
to N12.39bn.

Guinness Nigeria Plc’s profit
after tax soared by 731.23% to
N15.28bn, mirroring its revenue’s
robust performance. The
company’s impressive bottomline
growth was buoyed by a 282%
spike in finance income, which
rose to N1.07bn and a 56.91%
decline in finance cost.

Industry and company overview

A subset of the food, beverage
and tobacco (FBT) industry, the
brewing industry is categorized
under the manufacturing sector.
In 2021, the FBT sub-sector
recorded a strong recovery,
expanding by 5.73% from the
previous year’s 1.50% growth.
Similarly, the manufacturing
sector grew by 3.5% in the FY’21
after contracting by 2.75% in
2020. The manufacturing sector,
which is a major employer of
labour, contributes an estimated
12.83% to GDP.²¹

The lingering impact of the
pandemic-induced global
economic downturn, the invasion
of Ukraine by Russia and the
resulting surge in inflation and
further disruption to global
supply chain continues to act as a
drag on the brewing industry and
the broader market. While
increased fiscal regulation and
rising cost pressures have massive
influence on the sector’s
performance, expectations of an
improvement of macroeconomic
fundamentals would weigh on the
sector’s near-term prospects.
Nevertheless, the industry’s
significant reliance on imports
amid a weaker naira and forex

EQUITY
REPORT:
Guinness
Nigeria Plc

Industry:

Food,
Beverage,
Tobacco

N 100.00
per share

Current Price

N203.71bn

Market
Capitalization

²¹NBS
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illiquidity has exerted further pressure on
production costs for breweries.

Even so, in the medium to long term, the
brewing industry is anticipated to deliver great
value, driven largely by Nigeria’s growing
population and favourable demographics, low
consumption per capita and increasing trade
opportunities through exports under the
African Continental Free Trade Area
Agreement (AfCFTA).

Because of the limited headroom for pricing,
brand visibility is vital to improving market
share. Industry players will continue to
leverage on product innovation to maintain
competitiveness in the face of constrained
pricing actions.

Company overview
Guinness Nigeria, a subsidiary of Diageo Plc of
the United Kingdom, was incorporated in 1962
with the building of a brewery in Ikeja, the
heart of Lagos. The brewery was the first
Guinness operation outside Ireland and Great
Britain. The group's products include primarily
spirits, vodkas, beer and malted beverages. Its
products comprise of Guinness Foreign Extra
Stout, Malta Guinness, Harp Lager, Dubic
Lager, Smirnoff Ice, Snapp, Orĳin Bitters
brands, etc. The company has approximately
three breweries, which are located across the
southern cities of Lagos, Benin and Aba and
has operations primarily in Nigeria.

Guinness Nigeria controls 18% of the
industry’s market share in Nigeria. The
company has been adversely affected by a wide
range of macroeconomic conditions including
a decline in consumers’ disposable income,
increased excise duty, inflation as well as the
increase in VAT from 5% to 7.5%. Despite
these, the company’s stock price has gained
1 5 6 . 4 1 %
YTD.

The company’s business fundamentals remain strong and
sustainable.

Bulls say:

• Strong brand name
• Wide product range
• Consumer loyalty and brand visibility
• Large market size supported by growing

population

Bears say:

• Stiff competition
• Weak consumers’ purchasing power
• Weak operating environment
• Traffic bottlenecks in and around the

Lagos ports and roads
• Forex illiquidity and naira weakness
• Rising cost of input



ECONOMIC
OUTLOOK
FORMAY

We expect oil prices to continue to trade slightly above $100 as the
Russian-Ukraine war lingers. There are concerns about oil demand as the
re-imposition of lockdown in China may affect global oil demand. Sadly,
Nigeria will continue to fail to reap from this high oil price as the threat
of pipeline vandalism and oil theft remains strong. Oil production has
been sub optimal and has failed to produce up to its OPEC quota of
1.73mbpd. This might continue to negatively impact the external reserve
position and government revenue.

Cost-push factors will continue to drive inflation rates upward and would
likely cross 16% in April. Currency pressures will continue as forex demand
largely exceeds forex supply. MPC will likely raise rate in the next meeting
coming up later this month
.
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